Native American History—The Sault Area's Original Settlers
Early History of Sault Saint Marie Chippewa Indians
This is a grant proposal requesting $250,000 to erect Tribal Historic Informational
markers to be posted around the Sault Saint Marie area in a walking or driving tour fashion.
These markers would provide historical facts on the tribe and its people who were here before
the Europeans.
My planned budget is for a final estimated cost of $2,500 each, allowing for 15 markers
to be placed with these grant funds. Markers would be of uniform appearance, have aesthetic
appeal, and showcase the talents of the tribe’s members as well as its presence in the region. The
Tribal emblem, shown above, would be at the top of every plaque on every marker, branding the
Tribe and establishing its affiliation with these markers.
In order to determine the design of the markers, the tribe would run a contest for tribal
members to compete. A specially appointed steering committee would judge the entries to
determine the final design of the markers. They would also decide on the information to go on
the plaques and the locations the markers would be placed.
The steering committee would be made up of tribal artists to judge the design, board of
director members who would be responsible for getting the appropriate approvals from the city
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as well as providing for the production and installation of the historical information markers, and
myself in whatever capacity is requested.
In addition to the artist who wins the design contest, the contractors chosen to fabricate
and to install the signs should be tribal members, and one of the markers should include current
tribal facts such as:


enrollment numbers;



tribal areas;



current treaties in place;



current tribal government structure; and



business information.

The purpose of this marker would be to ensure that tourists and residents alike realize that the
tribe is still active locally and still having a large positive impact on the people and businesses in
the region.
Once the markers are all in place, a tour book would be developed that takes the tourist or
native Sault resident on a "Road Rally" tour from one marker to the next. I have included in the
supplemental documentation a pdf document of a few pages scanned from a book written by my
aunt, former tribe member Maryellen Vallier Sadovich. This book is a driving tour of places of
interest in southern Nevada that is in the style I am envisioning for this tour guide. She has
passed away and she wrote the book in the 1970s, but I was able to obtain a copy of this old tour
guide.
For illustration purposes, I have also attached a pdf document showing some trivia-type
puzzles created for a school fundraiser I attended. I did a similar one for a family reunion one
year that was a “road-rally” where the participants had their teams in the car with them and
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completing the puzzles gave them addresses that led them to more clues and more puzzles until a
final prize. Both of these styles of fact-finding games were big hits with the participants. This
style of road rally could be turned into part of a tour guide similar to the one attached, and it can
also be adapted to an activity available via the Tribe’s website and other social media outlets. Its
purpose would be to engage locals and tourists alike in getting everyone involved and excited
about the presence of these stylish markers and the information they impart.
Although I believe that the style, form, and location of each marker should be discussed,
researched, and agreed upon by a steering committee of artistic experts as well as Tribal
stakeholder representatives, I have listed below some possible information to be relayed,
locations to be placed, and styles for these markers.
Suggested content for the markers
Information to be shared on the markers should include tribal legends, folklore and
history, both ancient and current, such as:


The legend of the White Pine and/or other tribal legends (I saw this legend on the wall in the
medical clinic in Sault Saint Marie on a visit several years ago);



Facts about early tribal chiefs;



A timeline depicting the treaties entered into, first with Europeans and then with Americans;



The meaning of the different symbols and colors on the tribal emblem;



How many Indians lived in the area when the Europeans arrived and how they lived, such as
trapping and fur trading, canoe making, different types of home styles, travel during the
different seasons, etc.;



Relations with other area tribes and how they interacted;
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Foods that were native in the area and how tribe members used and gathered them, including
rice gathering, fishing, drying and hunting, etc.;



Types of clothing Natives wore, what it was made of, who made it, etc.;



Explaining Tribal traditions, such as the rice gathering traditions, pow wow traditions, etc.;



Native American arts and artifacts and their cultural meanings within the tribe.

Suggested possibilities for the style of the markers
I have seen many different historical markers throughout Michigan and the rest of the
country. I have attached a pdf pictorial directory showing images of the markers described
below.


Totem poles or poles that look like trees with solar powered lights at the top that shine down
on the tribal emblem near the top of the pole. Below that is mounted a two-sided plaque that
extends out from the pole at a 90-degree angle and has a paragraph relating some tribal
historic fact of interest.



Large native boulders placed near the curb on strategic corners throughout the downtown
area with metal plaques mounted to them; the tribal emblem is placed on each one.



Signs such as those on walking trails or in state parks that are mounted on posts and are thick
plexiglass with maps and information under them. They aren't as permanent as a metal
plaque so they would have a shorter life span, but they would enable the tribe to change the
information on them occasionally.



Glass signs, such as those in downtown Ann Arbor, with historical facts that are photo
transfers embedded onto the glass. They are tall with pictures and words on them and are
somewhat see-through.
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Large carved wooden plaques with the words raised and painted on them. They are also not
as permanent as metal signs but are more natural looking.

Sample marker locations:


Near Soo Locks Tour sites that are along a walking path;



Near shipwreck museum on a walking path;



Near trailheads for any DNR trails in the area;



Near/at any public buildings in the city, including museums, libraries, parks, and city or
county government buildings;



Near any tribal government buildings in the downtown area;



Near businesses owned/operated by tribal members who will promote the presence of the
markers as well as provide maps for the public to use to tour them all. They could also sell
the walking/driving “Road Rally Tour Guide” for a few dollars each (enough to cover the
cost of producing them) to those people who are interested in a more in-depth look at the
Tribe’s history.
If approved, I would be eager and enthusiastic for the opportunity to be on the steering

committee and to be chosen to produce the road rally tour guide and any other media mentioned
or deemed necessary as my donation to the project’s success. I can do research on the estimated
costs of the different styles of markers shown in my attached samples as well as finding Tribal
contractors to bid on completing the work required to get these placed.
The degree I am trying to earn is a Bachelor’s degree in written communication with a
concentration in technical writing and a minor in graphic communication. This project would
not only be good experience for me to work on, but it could be part of a class project I am graded
on. The social media plan required for such a project is something that I plan to do as my final
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project for a class I am taking this spring, Fundamentals of Social Media. I will forward the
Social Media Plan to the email address I submit this application to so that it can be forwarded to
the appropriate parties when it is completed.
Thank you for your consideration of this worthy project. I can already see them around
the city in my mind.
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HISTORIC MARKER SAMPLES

These are the glass historic markers in downtown Ann Arbor that I talked about in my essay. If you look closely, you can
tell on the first two that these signs are see-through. Although they are very modern and really eye-catching, I don’t know
how practical they are due to their fragility as well as what I would expect their cost to be.

http://aastreets.aadl.org/aastreets/history
http://aastreets.aadl.org/aastreets/exhibit

HISTORIC MARKER SAMPLES

http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Anson_Brown_Building_Historical_Markers.JPG
This is a style of markers that are posted on the sides of historical buildings. I’m not sure if this is feasible for a standalone marker or not, although as far as budget goes, it would more than cover this type of marker.

This is a sample of the style of marker that I have seen mounted to large boulders at different historic sites.
http://www.lifeinmichigan.com/ann-arbor-trail-series-leslie-park-trail/

HISTORIC MARKER SAMPLES

This is a sample of the most common style of historic marker I have seen in Michigan. The green markers are in locations
that are considered significant by the Michigan Historical Commission.
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Cobblestone_Farm_Historic_Marker.JPG
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Battle_of_Trail_Creek_marker_Liberty_Trail,_Michigan_City,_Indiana_201108-07.JPG

http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:University_of_Michigan_historical_marker_Ann_Arbor_Michigan.JPG

HISTORIC MARKER SAMPLES

The following marker is a style I have seen in different state and local parks throughout Michigan.
http://www.getoffthecouch.info/oceana/railtrail.htm
Hart-Montague Rail Trail
The trail is a paved rail-trail which extends for 23.5 miles, covering 225
acres, from Hart to Whitehall at the southern end. It is open to hiking,
biking, in-line skating, skiing, and if there are 4+ inches of snow,
snowmobiling. The entire trail is accessible. It is also marked as being open
to dog-sledding south of Rothbury. The trail is a linear State Park following
the former line of the Grand Rapids and Lakeshore RR Company. This was
taken over by the Chicago and West Michigan RR, then the C&O which
abandoned the line in 1982. Various services are available as it passes
through small towns.

Below is one style of marker that I have seen in Michigan and California. I believe they have the words carved out of
wood and then painted a different color than the background.
http://www.hmdb.org/Marker.asp?Marker=18710
Elroy – Sparta State Trail Marker Erected 1979 by the Wisconsin Historical Society. (Marker Number 253.) This
marker is included in the Wisconsin Historical Society marker series. Location. Marker is in Kendall, Wisconsin, in
Monroe County. By Keith L, May 5, 2009

Other nearby markers. At least 8 other markers are within 11 miles of this marker, measured as the crow flies. A different
marker also named Elroy – Sparta State Trail (approx. 5.5 miles away); Admiral Marc A. Mitscher, U.S. Navy (approx.
9.8 miles away); African American Settlers of Cheyenne Valley (approx. 10 miles away); Mt. Vernon Cemetery Civil
War Memorial (approx. 10 miles away); Castle Rock (approx. 10.4 miles away); Mesas and Buttes (approx. 10.4 miles
away); Ice Age National Scientific Reserve (approx. 10.5 miles away); Wisconsin Military Reservation (approx. 10.6
miles away).

HISTORIC MARKER SAMPLES

This is a very common type of “trail” marker I have seen throughout Michigan.
http://landtrust.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2013/06/PreserveGuideEmmetCounty2012.pdf
http://www.blogsmonroe.com/expatriate/2007/06/north-country-trail-lost-nation-sga-gilbert-to-pittsford-rd/
The trail marker style below is one I wouldn’t recommend because of its short life-span, although I like the post it is
mounted on.
“From the trailhead, I headed east into some heavy brush. The trail itself is marked by blue blazes – the standard for
the North Country Trail – but the markings have not been repainted in a while. They are beginning to fade.”
(Emphasis added) http://www.blogsmonroe.com/expatriate/2007/06/north-country-trail-lost-nation-sga-gilbert-topittsford-rd/

HISTORIC MARKER SAMPLES

http://www.eyeonmichigan.com/guides/stclair/
“Historic Locations
“Fort Sinclair operated between 1764 and 1785, and a sign near Riverside Avenue/M-29 now marks the spot where the
fort once stood.

”St. Clair has several Michigan Historical Markers that describe places
and people from the town's past. The historical markers include:
 Diamond Crystal Salt Company (1886): now called Cargill, marker is just south of M-29 across from the Cargill
Factory.
 First Baptist Church (1873): now the historical museum, the marker is near the entrance.
 First Congregational Church (1879): marker is on the side of the church along Third Street.
 St. Clair Inn (1925): marker is near the entrance on Riverside Avenue/M-29.
 St. Mary's Church (1864) and St. Mary's Rectory (1886): markers are located near the entrances of the buildings
on Sixth Street.”

http://www.visitludington.com/statepark/
Another common type of marker I have seen, similar to the one above it.
Another marker similar to the markers above.
http://plantsamazeme.blogspot.com/2011/03/ada-bridge-and-seidmen-park.html

HISTORIC MARKER SAMPLES

Here is a marker style that has the letters carved out or sunken and painted a different color, in contrast to the wooden
marker shown previously where the letters were raised.
http://plantsamazeme.blogspot.com/2011/03/ada-bridge-and-seidmen-park.html

https://www.pinterest.com/pin/308074430729927925/

HISTORIC MARKER SAMPLES

Below is a page from the Tribal newspaper that I have saved since 2010. I went on a scenic boat tour on the Pinckney
Area chain of lakes and saw this totem pole. Soon thereafter, I saw it in the Tribal newspaper because the artist is a tribe
member. I can envision such a marker as bringing curious tourists and residents alike to different areas of the city, and the
words explaining the significance of the site could be carved into the wood at a good height for reading. I don’t know if
the budget for this project would enable such a purchase, but it would definitely be an eye-catcher.

“Totem pole unveiling for Keyandwys family”. Win Awenen Nisitotung. July 2, 2010:17

